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Context and highlights
We began the year not being at capacity, however we were staffed for 77 children and we only had 63. Throughout
the year we had children move on, either to other sites or move town, or go to school for the midyear intake. We
also had children transfer to us from other sites within town and South Australia. At the end of term 4 we had 63
children.
Throughout this year, our regular program had been interrupted by restrictions due to the Covid-19 pandemic, as it
had for all sites. However, we did our best to have highlights in children's learning and experiences. We had many
celebrations and experiences that had enabled us to connect with our community and this includes NAIDOC and
Reconciliation celebrations with our local school, Nicolson Avenue Primary school, where we shared stories and
engaged in a laying of hands ceremony on their grassed area. We also had camp fires, made damper and
celebrated indigenous art and cultural experiences through dance, music, stories and craft back at our site. Our
community connections also included visits from the Whyalla Police, who supported children to be safe in the
community with family and friends and how they can use police to help in situations. We also had our local Dentist
visit to discuss teeth hygiene and healthy eating with a ‘lift the lip’ exercise. We were able to access performances at
the Middleback Theatre including ‘Beep’ and ‘I wish’ by the Windmill Theatre Company and Patch Theatre
Company. We engaged in a very different pageant parade which included children being filmed while at kindy,
waving merry Christmas. This footage was then forwarded to the Whyalla City Council to be placed with other
community groups to be shared with the community, in lieu of a live pageant which we couldn’t participate in, due to
Covid. To finish off the year our children were able to participate in their graduation where their immediate family
were invited to watch them participate in their graduation ceremony, receive their certificate of completion and then
perform our kindy favourite songs and movement to the audience.

Governing council report
2021 was another challenging year for the educational setting and parent groups, with COVID ensuring that we
became masters of the online meeting. The kindy maintained steady numbers, of around 60 throughout the year,
with only a small number leaving throughout the year to begin their schooling years. At the end of the year there
were to be a final number of 58, with three of these students remaining for 2022. At the end of 2020 the educators
at Win Newby undertook a rigorous self-review process to analyse what was working and what needed to be
improved in all aspects of the educational environment. Throughout the year the educators continued to work on
their Quality Improvement with the children, making changes to their curriculum for year, specifically in relation to
Numeracy- Number and Quantity. In addition to support this the Parent Group endorsed a number of learning days
for the educators to continue in their development. Unfortunately, in March the kindy was a victim of vandalism
resulting in glass being found in the sand and mud pits. As a result, extensive work was undertaken with the area
being completely emptied and refilled with new high grade play sand. This was an extensive cost to the kindy that
had not been foreseen. The parent group undertook only a small number of fundraisers this year due to restrictions
and difficulties of not knowing what restrictions would be in place. The main fundraisers for the year a PJ and Movie
Night, father’s day raffle and a Thermomix raffle, which both proved successful, with many donations received for
the father’s day raffle. In addition to these, the kindy also undertook their annual fundraiser of tea towels, with
pictures drawn by the children, and the USB’s for parents of photos of their wonderful children throughout the year.
In total the parent group was able to $2,735.50 for the year. Again this year the Christmas Pageant was held in
digital form with the educators undertaking for the children to be involved for the second year running. All children all
participated in a much loved end of year dance and song presentation at their graduation, with the educators
showing their support by singing and dancing on the sidelines.

Preschool quality improvement planning
Numeracy Inquiry, engaging with Numeracy Consultant Lisa-Jane O’Connor - Goal: For children to have the
capacity, confidence and disposition to use mathematics in our preschool learning environment with a focus on
number. Challenge of Practice: For educators to build on their rich conceptual knowledge, adopt new strategies to
find out what children know, can do and understand and use opportunities for quality interactions to build on
children's capacity, confidence and disposition to use mathematics in the preschool environment. Progress made:
Children – using language of the Base Ten Numeration system (e.g. digits, numerals, cardinal number, and count
all, more/less. Strategies that children were using when counting collections such as count all, slide, count object
once, start at one when count all, grouping in 10’s and choosing and using tools to help support the count – number
lines, grids, trays, plates, 10 frames etc. Enablers critical for success: for educators we were more intentional when
planning provocations for number, we became better noticers of children use of number in play, increased educator
confidence an understanding number and how to communicate this with our learners. Reflection with children
became an imbedded practice in our daily routines. Inhibitors: educators were overwhelmed by the rules of number
and therefore felt we were planning incorrectly. Invitational groups were difficult, however we know if we structure
the way that it was modelled to us late in the year. Covid inhibited family involvement however we shared our
inquiry journey through regular newsletters and Facebook posts and during lockdown, shared what was happening
at home.
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Enrolment
Enrolment by Term
Year

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2018

67

71

71

69

2019

65

66

65

65

2020

74

N/A

72

74

2021

61

62

61

61

NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry.
Data Source: Preschool Data Collection, Data Reporting and Analytics directorate.
Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Attendance
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2018 centre

96.6%

94.7%

88.4%

93.8%

2019 centre

95.3%

88.6%

89.2%

90.0%

2020 centre

93.2%

91.3%

89.5%

2021 centre

91.4%

75.3%

85.2%

84.4%

2018 state

90.8%

88.4%

88.0%

88.2%

2019 state

90.8%

88.2%

86.9%

87.6%

2020 state

89.8%

73.0%

86.3%

87.0%

2021 state

88.6%

86.5%

88.4%

85.0%

Based on attendances recorded in the two week reference period each term. Data for eligible enrolments as described in the
department's Enrolment policy.
Attendance rates may differ to previous reporting with the transfer from calculations based on deemed attendance to actual
attendance using booked hours divided by attended hours.
*Note: Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Attendance comment
We have had steady enrolments throughout the year and this year and finished the year with 63 and we were staffed
for 77, so we were not at capacity, our attendance has been consistent throughout the year, considering we had Covid
lockdowns once again. In the data collection period our attendance for term 1 was 91.4% compared to the state which
was 88.6%. Term 2 was 75.3% which is quite low compared to previous years. This was due to many of our children
experiencing cold and flu symptoms. Most absences were explained during this period. Term 3 increased to 85.2%
compared to the state being 88.4%. This is certainly not a reflection of most of the term, as this was around the low to
mid 90%. In term 4 our attendance was at 84.4% which is lower again compared to term 3. Our attendance throughout
the year was steady, however we did have some chronic non-attenders who were contacted weekly. We encouraged
families to contact the kindy to explain absences and most did this.

Destination schools
Feeder Schools (Site number - Name)

2018

2019

2020

2021

479 - Memorial Oval Primary School

25.0%

18.9%

22.5%

33.3%

677 - Nicolson Avenue Primary School

31.0%

26.4%

21.1%

23.8%

8017 - Sunrise Christian School Whyalla

1.0%

5.7%

4.2%

7.1%

478 - Whyalla Town Primary School

24.0%

28.3%

42.3%

28.6%

NOTE: The data is collected in Term 3. It does not reflect actual schools enrolled in by exiting preschool children. Only
schools that are a destination for 3% or more of students are shown.
Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Term3 2021 collection.
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Destination schools comment
Here is a summary of our destination schools: Whyalla Town Primary School - 27.59%, Memorial Oval Primary School
- 22.41% and Nicolson Avenue Primary School - 13.79%. We also have children who attend local private schools and
these are Samaritan College (St Teresa’s Campus – 15.52%) and (Our Lady Help of Christians – 5.17%) and Sunrise
Christian School – 5.17%. We have 2.32% moving to other schools out of town as well as interstate. Smaller numbers
for Fisk Street Primary School – 1.72% and Long Street Primary School – 1.72%. We continue to feed many schools in
Whyalla, not just our local school Nicolson Avenue Primary. The trend with destination schools is that families do not
necessarily choose local schools, rather what school will suit their child and family.

Family opinion survey summary
Quality of Teaching: We had 17 respondents for this section. 17 of these strongly agreed that their child receives high
quality teaching and that the preschool has an excellent learning environment. This section had 6 comments which
were highly positive, including: “I absolutely love this kindy and the staff. They are amazing in the way they deliver their
program and for each individual’s needs. Bright and bubbly and so glad all my children have had the privilege to go to
Win Newby.” Other comments include: “I love the way the educators create engaging learning experiences for my
child. It’s been amazing to see my daughter grow and develop and I enjoy her sharing things she has learned each
day. While Covid restrictions have made it difficult to see what children are learning first hand, I see from the Facebook
page and updates from the newsletter that they are engaging in enriching experiences. Support of Learning: Out of
the 17 respondents, 12 strongly believe that their child has access to quality materials and that their child is happy at
preschool and that the preschool treats their child fairly. One parent commenting: “teachers encourage children to try
their best but also being nurturing when kids are feeling a bit sad.” Relationships and Communication: 16 respondents
for this section. 15 strongly agree that they are comfortable about approaching their child’s teachers to talk about
progress and 14 strongly agree that the preschool assists the development of their child’s personal and social skills.
Some positive comments include: “Facebook has really helped with keeping parents up to date with upcoming events
and sharing of photos is a lovely touch.” This comment is quite realistic but worth a mention of the work we do: “I would
probably always be hungry for more input into how my child is doing on a day to day basis, however I recognise that
issuing weekly report cards are not a good use of the teacher’s time. Leadership and Decision Making: 13
respondents. 12 strongly agree that they believe there is effective leadership.

Relevant history screening
All early years educators that were employed, had the relevant screenings required. Any student (TAFE and
University) were required to present this when requesting a placement. We had no volunteers this year. Our Governing
Council members did not need relevant screenings, however they completed the RAN training for volunteers online at
the beginning of the year.

Financial statement
Funding Source
Grants: State
Grants: Commonwealth
Parent Contributions
Other
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Amount
$582,849
$0
$16,673
$9,803
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2021 Preschool annual report: Improved outcomes funding
Improved outcomes category
(where applicable to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2021 funding was used to improve the relevant department's standard of educational
achievement outcomes (where applicable):*

Outcomes achieved or progress towards these
outcomes:

Improved outcomes for numeracy and literacy

Literacy – Kimochi’s Program. All educators participated in the Kimochi’s training which supports
children to understand the language of their emotions and how to best deal with them (an important
literacy skill). This included purchasing the supporting plush toys and stories to support the learning and
development. Numeracy – Inquiry (PQIP). All educators participated in an inquiry into the Base Ten
Numeration System. This included funding a consultant through the Primary Maths Association to
support training and development with educators as well as support materials and resource.

Children engaging with the different
characters and articulating their feelings and
describing these with their peers and
educators.
Children using the language of Base Ten.

Inclusive Education Support Program

To provide adjustments for children who were identified in the Preschool Mapping Process, whether it Children making progress in skill areas that
be Supplementary or Substantial adjustments. This included completing the relevant screenings on
were identified and therefore improve their
individual children that focused on various areas of development. A Support worker was used to provide ability to engage in a school setting.
these adjustments that were specific, planned, individualised and frequent.

NA
Improved outcomes for non-English speaking
children who received bilingual support

* The department's standard of educational achievement is defined as children and young people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

NA

